About The Series 792

The Series 792 brings high-speed board-to-wire capability to the Glenair Series 79 family of ultraminiature rectangular connectors. The Series 792 is intended for avionics and aerospace equipment exposed to high-vibration and hostile environments.

The 792 supports quadrax contacts for ARINC 664 and El Ochito® octaxial contacts for 10Gb Ethernet, USB 3.0, HDMI and other protocols.

Machined aluminum alloy shells feature dual lobes for polarization. Pin contacts are recessed to prevent scooping damage. Crimp contacts conform to M39029 requirements and are rear release.

An optional ground spring in the receptacle minimizes EMI. Fluorosilicone face seals and wire grommets protect from moisture and contamination. Panel mount versions are available with an O-ring—or for improved panel bonding—a metal spring.

Board mount versions include straight or right angle terminals. Right angle PCB connectors feature an aluminum cover for added EMI protection.

Save Size and Weight with Series 792 Connectors

The Multi-Port Multi-Protocol Connector with El Ochito® Contacts

PCB Connectors

Series 792 PCB connectors have straight or right angle PC tails. Contacts are non-removable and are epoxy sealed. Right-angle connectors eliminate the need for board-to-panel I/O jumpers.

El Ochito® Contacts

Series 792 connectors feature El Ochito® octaxial contacts for Ethernet, SuperSpeed USB, HDMI, DisplayPort, SATA and other multi-gigabit protocols. Multiple protocols can be supported in a single multi-port connector.

Cable Connectors

Quadrax and El Ochito® contacts snap into Series 792 cable connectors and are easily removed with a standard plastic tool. Alignment keys provide correct orientation.

Metal EMI Panel Spring

A gold-plated panel spring option is available for Series 792 connectors with panel mount flanges. This spring provides improved electrical bonding.

Up to 9 data ports

The Series 792 Size F with nine ports is the largest connector in the series and is the only two row version. Sizes A – E, with one to five ports, are single row.

Panel Mount

Panel mount connectors have an O-ring and threaded mounting holes for easy installation. Suitable for blind mate modules, the Series 792 is available with guide pins and float mounts.